
In today&#8217;s segment of monolith oddities, a steel pillar that appeared in the mountains of Romania has disappeared, just days after the vanishing of the Utah monolith last week, and Reddit users have a new theory
about a hidden message behind the two monoliths. Also, the internet has begun to piece together the puzzle of the Utah relocation after images emerged of an unidentified crew hauling the sculpture from the red canyons.
NEW &#8211; A metal monolith identical to the one recently found in #Utah has just appeared on a hillside in Romania. pic.twitter.com/kR6Kkg23xr&mdash; Disclose.tv  (@disclosetv) November 30, 2020Shortly before
the sudden disappearance of the Utah monolith on the evening of November 27, a similar sculpture popped up near a fortress in the Romanian city of Piatra Neamt. The monolith has since disappeared, and police in
Piatra Neamt have launched an investigation into the illegally-installed sculpture. Robert Iosub, a reporter for the local newspaper Ziar Piatra Neamt, told Reuters that the missing monolith was probably the work of a bad
local welder.Now all that remains is just a small hole covered by rocky soil, the local reporter said. Back in Utah, new information emerged about the removal of the mystery sculpture last week. Ross Bernards, a
photographer who hiked to the area to see the monolith, posted a picture seeming to depict four unidentified men dismantling the object before carrying it away with a wheelbarrow.    They gave a couple of pushes on the
monolith and one of them said &#8216;You better have got your pictures, Bernards recounted the events of Friday evening on Instagram. The other guy with him at the monolith then said &#8216;this is why you donâ€™t
leave trash in the desert.&#8217;â€•According to Bernards, the four men kept wiggling the monolith until it popped out and landed on the ground with a loud bang. He added that he heard one of the men saying leave no
trace before leaving the site with the dismantled monolith.If you&#8217;re confused by all of this, a new theory circulating on Reddit comes to put some sense into the mysterious emergence of two monoliths on different
corners of the earth.According to the theory, the two monoliths might be pointing to something because the distance between them is about 6,000 miles, one-quarter of the earth&#8217;s circumference. It&#8217;s
unclear what meaning belies this information, but if the pattern persists, we should expect the next monolith to appear in Madagascar, according to Reddit&#8217;s pundits. And finally, here&#8217;s our monolith meme
of the day for your entertainment: From Relatable Roma Memes #monolith #monolite #surprise ! pic.twitter.com/LSsRYFSvyb&mdash; Mary Fagioli (@MaryFagioli) November 30, 2020  A proposed law in France, which
would ban journalists from publishing photographs or footage of police officers, provoked mass protests across the country this weekend. Tens of thousands of citizens poured onto the street of Paris and other major
French cities to protest police brutality, arguing that the security bill is designed to provide impunity&nbsp;to violent officers. The outcry was also stoked by recent footage of French police officers battering and
tear-gassing a Black citizen and the brutal police evacuation of a migrant camp in a Paris plaza last week. Clashes between police and protesters across the country resulted in 81 arrests and 98 injured officers, according
to Euronews.The bill, backed by President Emmanuel Macron, would criminalize publishing images of police officers with the intent to harm their physical or psychological integrity. Offenders would face a maximum
penalty of up to one year in prison and a â‚¬45,000 fine (~$54,000) under Article 24 of the bill. But following the public outcry, the French government released a conciliatory statement yesterday, promising to propose a
complete new rewrite of the controversial security bill. Installation view of Paolo Cirio&#8217;s cancelled project Capture (courtesy the artist) The contentious bill follows a lesser-known incident in which the French
Minister of the Interior, GÃ©rald Darmanin, threatened an artist with legal measures over Twitter for exposing the identity of police officers in an art project. The men and women who risk their lives to protect us have been
put in the pillory, the minister wrote in a tweet (translated from French), directly addressing the Italian hacker-artist Paolo Cirio. Darmanin demanded the cancellation of the &#8216;exhibition&#8217; and the removal of
the photos from its website and threatened that failure to do so will result in taking the matter to the relevant courts. In October, Cirio was set to unveil a large-scale installation titled Capture as part of the group exhibition
Panorama 22 at Le Fresnoy (the National Studio for Contemporary Arts) in the city of Tourcoing. The wall installation was to feature 150 profiles of French police officers. But on October 2, a day after Darmanin&#8217;s
tweet condemning the artwork, the gallery canceled Cirio&#8217;s participation in the exhibition and covered his installation with cardboard sheets. Cirio, who in the past hacked Google and the Cayman Islands&#8217;s
government registry,&nbsp;has collected 1,000 public photos of police officers taken during protests in France and processed them with facial recognition software to document over 4,000 faces of officers who now can be
identified by name. The artist says that his project mimics the tools&nbsp;used by the American company Clearview AI, which provides facial profiling services to law enforcement agencies around the world by using
images that are publicly available online. On Twitter, the French police union praised the minister for intervening in the exhibition, thanking him for his firmness in defending police officers and their families. The statement
was followed by the hashtag #BlueLivesMatter in English.  Le Fresnoy&#8217;s director, filmmaker Alain Fleischer, said in a statement that the gallery was profoundly shocked by Cirio&#8217;s methods, adding that the
artist has violated terms to which he had agreed to not do anything of the sort.  In an email to Hyperallergic, Cirio dismissed Fleischer&#8217;s claims, saying that Le Fresnoy was well aware of all the elements of the
project.&nbsp;Staff at Le Fresnoy covering up Cirio&#8217;s installation ahead of the opening of an exhibition in October (courtesy of Paolo Cirio)In September, Cirio posted headshots of French police officers throughout
the streets of Paris and produced a video about the dangers of facial recognition tools to civic liberties when in the hands of law enforcement.In addition, the artist launched an online petition that calls on the European
Union to permanently ban the use of facial recognition for the identification and profiling of activists and civilians. The petition has been signed by nearly 47,000 people to date. Facial Recognition is a particularly invasive
technology, the petition reads. Itâ€™s not only about the surveillance of activists, suspects, and minorities, but it is an invasion of privacy for everyone.Cirio posting headshots of French police officers in the streets of
Paris in September of 2020A portrait of a French police officer taken by Cirio during a protest On October 6,  Cirion sent an open letter to the French Minister of Culture, Roselyne Bachelot, in which he called
Darmanin&#8217;s threats against him a pure act of censorship forced directly by the French government.This censorship puts in perils the very principles of democracy in which art as free expression must exist to
debate, comment, and condemn governments and their institutions, including the police&#8217;s uncivil behaviors, the artist added.Other participating artists in the exhibition and students at Le Fresnoy sided with Cirio in
another an open letter decrying the minister&#8217;s censorship and methods of intimidation. We rise up against the meddling of Mr. Darmanin, who is exerting an unacceptable and totally inappropriate pressure on a
cultural institution by means of the intermediary of social media (Twitter), the open letter, signed by 56 artists and students, asserted. Such methods cause concern and call into focus the authoritarian penchant of a
member of government who refuses any public debate when a subject embarrasses him, in this case, the spread of facial recognition.A protest in Paris on November 28, 2020 against a proposed security bill which would
ban filming or photographing police officers (Jeanne Menjoulet/Flickr)Protesters in Paris carrying a sign that reads Bludgeoned Democracy on November 28, 2020 (Jeanne Menjoulet/Flickr) If passed, the newly proposed
law would immediately expose Cirio to prosecution, especially after he drew the ire of a leading cabinet member and law enforcement officials. This proposed law makes me particularly vulnerable legally and the violent
threats I have received could be a little too personal and close with this escalation of tension, the artist told Hyperallergic.When asked if his project was a possible catalyst to the proposed law, Cirio said: I donâ€™t want to
think this project made the proposal for the Article 24 more urgent for the French authorities, but surely my work made them very nervous and they thought of it when drafting this new law.Cirio has temporarily shelved his
project but he said he might continue it in other countries. Iâ€™ll need to always be careful, he said. I didnâ€™t make this art to strictly identify police officers; it&#8217;s rather to provoke, reflect, reveal, and simulate
realities, Cirio expounded. Art provocations are successful when they generate public shock, critical reactions, and strong responses to raise awareness and warn about danger.  Originally slated to be shown in March,
Salman Toorâ€™s dynamic, figurative paintings take on new dimensions of nostalgia and yearning in How Will I Know, his first solo museum exhibition at the Whitney Museum. Toor, who was born in Lahore, Pakistan
and now resides in New York, captures the anonymous intimacy of public urban life â€” the theater of crowded bars and lovers perched on stoops â€” tableaus that viewers prior to the pandemic might have found simply
relatable now feel potent in their depictions of forbidden conviviality.Â Salman Toor, Puppy Play Date (2019), oil on panel, 40 x 30 inchesAdrift in this reverie are Toorâ€™s subjects: South Asian, queer men. These men
are stylish, evinced by the artistâ€™s careful representation of details like the glint of a gold ring or a bandana tied just so â€˜round a recurring characterâ€™s neck. Toorâ€™s subjects exude a familiarity with the
othering gaze as well as with the elements of performance that can subvert it. In â€œBar Boyâ€• (2019), one such figure, sporting a purple, broad-brimmed hat, is situated in the center of a lively bar surrounded by
cavorting patrons who seem to pulsate with energy. These eddies of movement, emphasized by undulating hues of green rendered in Toorâ€™s signature, generous brushstrokes, draw attention to the manâ€™s
stillness. Despite a demonstrated fluency in his cosmopolitan environment, the figure stands aloof, peering down at his phone, imbued with a sense of ambient loneliness.&nbsp;Technology is woven seamlessly
throughout Toorâ€™s work, smartphones cradled in the palms of partygoers and laptops balanced precariously on side tables are a constant reminder of the secondary, digital lives these subjects lead. In â€œBedroom
Boyâ€• (2019), a reference to Manetâ€™s â€œOlympia,â€• a nude man, sprawled across a white bedspread, gazes into the camera of his phone, lofted high to catch the right angle. Beyond centering the brown, queer
body, Toorâ€™s rendition of the reclining nude toys with embedded notions of power and privilege, recasting technology as a tool for returning erotic agency to the subject.Salman Toor, Sleeping Boy (2019), oil on panel,
9 x 12 inches Indeed, social media has provided platforms for queer, people of color to organize, to find love (whether in another or in oneself), and to create small, everyday utopias. However, these same platforms have
also been roundly criticized for seeding a culture of narcissism. Toor portrays this dichotomy in â€œThe Starâ€• (2019), in which a man stares quizzically at his reflection as make-up artists and stylists beautify him, the
slight differences between reality and reflection an allegory&nbsp; for the aspiration toward the ideal self. Here, Toor examines the duality of self curation as promoted by social media, a practice that can be both isolating
and empowering.Like his subjects, Toor is trying to shape a new narrative, rendering brown, queer life in looping, layered brushstrokes, reclaiming an aesthetic language that recalls the whitewashed tradition of Western
art history. The viridian-hued â€œParts and Thingsâ€• (2019) visualizes Toorâ€™s artistic practice of amalgamation through a closet of dismembered body par
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